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Local Energy and Building Sustainability Power Houses, team up
to further improve their customers’ bottom line
JACKSONVILLE, FL – Fultech Solutions, Inc and Energy Intelligence Worldwide, Corp. (EIWCorp)
announced today that they have teamed up to offer a powerful and unique suite of Integrated
Building Technology and HVAC efficiency solutions to both their customers. These
Jacksonville-based firms are taking building systems into the 21st century, one building at a
time. To this end, both firms are now offering their customers a wider array of services and
expertise to make buildings intelligent and thereby significantly reducing energy use and
operational cost.
Dan Fulmer, CEO at Fultech Solutions said of the partnership, “EIW’s back-end software offers
the most advanced data analysis, mining and HVAC management that is available today and
enhances FulTech’s existing Integrated Building Systems/IBS, which currently offer 20-30%+ in
energy savings, with the ability to offer higher savings and faster ROI’s on energy upgrades,
and improve the overall performance, reliability and longevity of large commercial and
industrial HVAC and control systems”.
EIWCorp’s President, Herrald Jonkers, echoed Dan’s confidence saying, “Fultech’s experience
and expertise in the Integrated Building Systems arena, combined with EIWCorp’s building
system fine-tuning software products, are taking automated building system management into
the next century. True incorporation of not only HVAC control, but integrating that with lighting
control, access control, security, fire, audio/video and more, creates one seamless, integrated
and easy to use system.”
--------- ### ---------

About Fultech Solutions
Founded in 1995 by innovator Dan Fulmer, FulTech Solutions, Inc. is now widely recognized as
one of the industry’s pioneering companies, also Jacksonville’s first and longest lived integrated
technologies companies. For over 18 years, FulTech has offered smart home systems,
commercial AV, video conference systems, board rooms and integrated buildings or BMS
systems. FulTech’s Integrated Building System or IBS, enables convenience ranging from
web-monitored access and control of any and all sub systems in a building or facility with

excellent energy savings. For more information visit www.fultechsolutions.com
About EIWCorp
Jacksonville, Fla.-based Energy Intelligence Worldwide Corp. automatically reduces HVAC
energy consumption and energy cost in large buildings through their suite of software
intelligence add-ons to existing building control systems. EIWCorp’s flagship product, the
Energy Consumption Optimizer (ECO) software-as-a-service, uses artificial intelligence to
dynamically fine-tune HVAC systems, autonomously, in real time, 24/7, reducing energy use and
energy cost in large commercial buildings by more than 20 percent, with no upfront cost if a
building control system is present. Website: www.eiwcorp.com
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